
Established in 1939, Phiaro Group, an independent design-developing company has been providing 
services involved in the automobile and motorcycle R&D for many years.  
In celebration of our 75th anniversary, Phiaro Group is presenting "P75 Concept CIPHER (Cae 
Integrated PHiaro Engineered Racer)," a light-weight  two-seater sports car at Geneva International 
Motor Show 2015.  
  
・Concept
"CIPHER" first originated from a dream race car a group of Phiaro's car-loving engineers had often 
fantasized about. 
It's a kind of car they’d love to work on their spare time and bring to their favorite local circuit for a 
test drive on weekends.  Although it may never be a world-class speed racing machine, their joy is 
derived from customizing everything from parts selection to suspension maintenance and exterior 
appearance.  By testing the drive performance at the circuit and making constant adjustments, this 
car is evolving to become one and only machine tuned to the owner’s taste. This was only a fantasy 
story, but Company was impressed with their enthusiasm and decided to have them develop a kind 
of car that represents their dream.  The making of these engineers' ideal weekend car was the 
beginning of what eventually became Phiaro’s 75th anniversary project. 

・Design
Just like an athlete wearing a tight shirt fit to his bodyline, CIPHER's surface appearance reveals its 
internal structure like bones and muscles on a human body.  We aimed to develop not just another 
concept car, but a high-tech showcase the possibility of  the future.  We focused on maintaining 
CIPHER's unique appearance without sacrificing its superior drivability.
The method of adding parts to the center frame, similar to a motorcycle structure, was adapted and 
applied to various parts installation.  Our aim was thus accomplished through making the best use of 
its iconic center frame that also contributed to shape the sophisticated body style, apart from lumpy 
body look of a typical automobile.

・Message to the next generation
It is only natural that car development today has shifted towards cleaner, eco-friendlier trends, and 
as a member in the automobile industry, Phiaro Group also ensures to fulfill our responsibility in the 
field of conservation. On the other hand, however, we feel it is important to continue telling the new 
generations that "fun to drive" sports cars are fascinating too. We hope cars of the future remain to 
be a symbol of people’s dreams and desires, not as just another means of transportation. We hope 
our own "CIPHER" brings great excitement and lots of big smiles on the face of children.

Our mission is to provide everyone dreams and inspirations through our work.
Phiaro Group continues to challenge creative designs and innovative technology to provide total 
design engineering services to the clients worldwide.
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Our focus on CIPHER's development was drivability with style.  In addition to Phiaro's know-how 
together with unique creativity, the latest digital technology was fully implemented to achieve this 
challenge.  From static aspects such as basic structure to dynamics including motion and crush 
impacts were examined closely by CAE simulations, and the correlation between these attributes 
were tested and verified. Based on these findings, framing and chassis structure were optimized 
while the entire car was carefully designed.  As a result, our durable yet light-weighted "CIPHER", 
with innovative styling and high running performance was developed.

P75 CIPHER  Vehicle Specification
・Dimensions
Length/Width/Height 3640/1750/1045 mm 
Weight 596 kg
Wheelbase 2350 mm
Wheel tread　Fr/Rr 1490/1470 mm
Vehicle ground clearance 65 mm
Seats 2 persons

・Technical Data
Displacement 1.496 L
Engine type Cylinders : In-line 4
Fuel type Petrol
BoreｘStroke 75.0ｘ87.7 mm
Compression Ratio 10.5
Maximum Power 144/6600 PS/r.p,m
Maximum Torque 17.0/5000 kgf・/r.p.m
Fuel System EFI
Fuel tank 13L
Steering Rack and Pinion
Suspension FR Double wishbone
 RR Double wishbone
Brake FR Ventilated Disk
 RR Ventilated Disk 
Drive system MR
Transmission 5 speed Manual
Tire FR 205/55/16
 RR 225/50/16


